
From: Adam Balutis
To: Shirley Brothwell
Cc: J.P. Cooney; Adam Brick; Richard Pacheco; Kevin Jones; Scott Dalton; Steve Severn; Rebecca McSweeney;

Arlington Field Hockey; Adam Rasmussen; Peter Lusk; Gregory Anselene
Subject: Re: SC/DPR Field Fund Working Group
Date: Wednesday, October 7, 2020 12:37:38 AM

EXTERNAL EMAIL:  This email originated from outside Arlington County.
Thank you, Shirley.

I will make a point to follow the Working Group’s efforts moving forward.

I know that you were not seeking replies or an e-conversation on this (and I know that my
ability to track my own inbox is waning) but I do feel compelled to send a brief note.

I do hope that one of the considerations (not necessarily evident from the Timeline / Charge) is
that the user fee has outlived its usefulness and should be eliminated.

Perhaps, back when the Field Fund was created and user groups had exclusive access to many
fields, it made sense to transfer responsibility for some field improvements to those
organizations.

Perhaps, under those same circumstances, it even made sense to discuss a “Cost-Recovery
Model” for DPR that would allow it to recuperate lighting costs, maintenance costs, staffing
costs, etc. I believe that was the initial purpose of the assessment.

At this point, DPR has elected to open nearly all fields at all times to any user unless a
permitted activity is taking place. In other words / official terms, fields have gone from
“Permit Use Only” to “Permit Priority.”

Arlington’s fields are used — by and large — by Arlington taxpayers who put in innumerable
volunteer hours to maintain those fields. On top of taxes and sweat equity, the user fee
amounts to a third tax upon those same Arlington residents.

Again, that may have been fair at one point, but now that athletic fields are permanently
unlocked and open to community use — picnicking, dog-walking, bicycling, frisbee, etc. —
there is a notable inequity in charges assessed to sports users. This is especially true
considering time sports families spend maintaining fields after use by neighbors.

It is important, as you note in the Charge, that our fees be compared to similar municipalities.
That said, comparison of a number is worthless if not paired with comparison to services
offered and rendered. As Arlington Little League President, I promise you that I do not
begrudge DPR’s Athletic Field Maintenance team for a second of work that they legitimately
could not be asked to do. The AFM budget is depleted, as is its staff. There is no way county
staff could maintain all youth sports fields without volunteer aid.

That’s all the more reason that youth sports user groups should not be further taxed for the
work and support we offer. On top of everything, our organizations have begun receiving
notes that it’s now our responsibility to lock up fields after use. More and more, it’s becoming
less and less clear what our affiliate status is offering us.
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There is no doubt that the user fee has been an agent of positive change through the years. I’m
worried it could now become a fund for misappropriation of funds to fix problems created by
non-sports usage.

I’m worried that a change to assessment structures will cause sports groups to raise their fees,
which will effectively amount to a fourth tax upon families with youth sports participants:
- taxes
- volunteer maintenance
- user assessment
- higher fees

To put a pin on commentary that has vastly exceeded what I promised would be a “brief note,”
I believe that we’re all happy to do what we do, for and with our neighbors. We’re all happy to
pay our fair share... but somebody has to point out when we’re being asked to do more than
that.

With enormous respect from a supporter of all and partner in many DPR efforts,

-- 
Adam Balutis
President
Arlington Little League
"Where ALL Kids are Stars!"

P.O. Box 3755
Arlington, VA 22203

703-401-8738 - cell
703-351-5111 - league information line

www.arlingtonlittleleague.org

On Oct 6, 2020, at 8:26 PM, Shirley Brothwell <sab1563@gmail.com> wrote:



Dear Sports League Presidents,
 

Earlier this year, in my capacity as Sports Commission Chair, I
formed a Working Group to evaluate the level and implementation
(use) of the current Player Assessment Fee, or field fund as we
have all come to call it. The fees and their use have not been
assessed since they were first established 10 years ago, and I
believe it is time to take a second look. The Working Group is co-
chaired by me and Peter Lusk of DPR and includes members of



the Sports Commission (SC), Fiscal Affairs Advisory Commission
(FAAC), Park and Recreation Commission (PRC), and the
Partnership for Children Youth and Families (PFCYF). The
representatives are David Tornquist (SC), Alex Cumana (FAAC),
Steve Finn (PRC), and Kim Durand (PRCYF). With the exception
of Kim, all of these individuals are or have been involved in sports
activities in Arlington. 
 

The group was to begin meeting in about April 2020, but its start
was delayed due to the pandemic and the restrictions placed on
advisory body meetings. After the Sports Commission resumed its
meeting schedule in late August, I cleared the path for the
Working Group to get started. The group met for the first time last
week, on Wednesday, September 30. The next meeting is
scheduled for Wednesday, October 21. Our goal is to finalize
recommendations in January/February 2021 for the FY’2022
budget process and present our findings at the Department of
Parks and Recreation (DPR) budget work session in March. 
 

I’m touching base today to make all of you aware of the process.
The Working Group webpage provides information about our
meeting schedule, agendas, minutes, and key documents. As an
official arm of the Sports Commission, the group's meetings (all
virtual) are open to the public; anyone is welcome to attend and
provide public comment on the group's deliberations. We do plan
to update the leagues on our progress and seek your input well
before we finalize any recommendations. We will also hold a
formal check-in with the Sports Commission at its December
meeting.
 

If you have any questions or concerns or simply wish to discuss
this effort, please feel to contact me or Peter with further
questions (Shirley Brothwell, 703-517-5449
or plusk@arlingtonva.us, or 571-447-8245).
 

Thanks,
 

Shirley
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